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TECHNOLOGY AND JEWISH EDUCATION 
 
by Anna Salomon 
 
 
Jewish education is constantly evolving and is highly debated. Technology has provided both an 
opportunity and a challenge for Jewish education today. Education as a whole, whether Jewish 
or secular, is most successful when engaging and relevant. Technology is highly relevant to the 
students we are educating– for most of them it is also highly engaging. 
 
The ability to learn about and participate in Jewish communal life always has predicated 
affiliating with a particular physical community. That is no longer necessary. Skype allows for 
conversation and study – even prayer – in a community on the other side of the city or the 
other side of the world, from your very own home. Live feed video broadcasting can be used to 
attend services. You can even convert online – though immersion in a mikveh must still be done 
“offline.”  Jewish texts and sources are more widely available: different languages, translations, 
interpretations and commentaries – all at the click of a button. Practice Hebrew with a native 
speaker, plan a vacation, apply for a Birthright trip, watch the sunset at the Western Wall, buy 
Dead Sea salts, find new recipes, research and explore holiday and life cycle information, read 
Torah portions, give tzedakah, create and explore Facebook pages for Judaism/Jewish life, 
follow people/places on Twitter, start and/or read all kinds of blogs, and so much more. No 
longer is information and learning out of reach to those outside of a community. 
 
These opportunities and resources can allow for a very enriching and meaningful Jewish life. 
But they also necessitate a change. Not only for those who embrace them, but also for those 
who don’t. By the simple fact of being, technology changes the landscape of Jewish life – and 
therefore Jewish education. It is essential to find ways to allow technology to enhance Jewish 
education. Technology should not replace community-based learning; the beauty of Judaism is 
the love and respect for community. Technology can enhance Jewish education, though. 
 
Families are busy and students no longer rely solely on synagogues, Jewish community centers, 
youth groups, camps, and day schools for their extracurricular activities. As a result, Jewish 
education and even Jewish experiences have become very isolated and confined to specific 
days and times. Technology is one way to bridge the gap between “Jewish time” and  
“secular time.” Giving students ways to interact with their Jewish education, their peers, their 
content, their experiences, will allow them to live Judaism in a fuller, more meaningful way.  
 
My students have created comic strips about their favorite parasha using an online comic strip 
creator. They were able to demonstrate incredible knowledge and personal insight – including 
offering a beautiful dvar Torah via comic strip. They shared their comic strips through an online 
virtual classroom during the week. Experiences like this allowed them to build a stronger 
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community – they were not communicating solely within the classroom time and space. 
Technology also allows students to experience Judaism in ways that differ from their own 
traditions. The diversity within the Jewish communities around the world is amazing – and 
beautiful. Technology opens the world up for our students. And once we show them that world, 
they only have to reach for it. 
 
Embracing technology to enhance Jewish education can build stronger communities and allow 
for a more effective, meaningful, and lasting Jewish education. 
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